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**Bridge Construction**
Contractors continue working through the winter months with installation of bridge reinforcement, electrical conduits, framing/setting walls and deck platform. Pouring concrete decking and upper box from spans 5 to 7. Looking to start west causeway in the coming weeks. Additional information and construction updates are available on the City website at: [https://www.aurora-il.org/1928/Aurora-Transportation-Center-ATC](https://www.aurora-il.org/1928/Aurora-Transportation-Center-ATC)

**Construction Pictures (see below):**
01/14/2020—concrete pouring portion of spans 4 and 5 (viewing platform area). Looking west.
01/14/2020-concrete pouring portion of spans 4 and 5 (viewing platform area). Looking west.
01/14/2020-concrete pouring portion of spans 4 and 5 (viewing platform area). Looking west.
01/14/2020-concrete pouring portion of spans 4 and 5 (viewing platform area). Looking east.
01/30/2020. Framing upper box from spans 7-5.
02/03/2020- Pouring Concrete Upper Box at Span 5-7. Looking east
02/03/2020- Pouring Concrete Upper Box at Span 5-7. Looking east
Pouring Concrete Upper Box at Span 5-7 and providing winter protection. Looking east.